Window Books
#7110

Oriental Design
textA treasury of lovely designs evoking the delicate beauty of oriental
art. Ideas may be used for windows, mirrors, suncatchers, dressing
screens, etc.

#7176

Classic Alphabets
3 complete alphabet styles and 2 numeric styles. Instructions and
interesting ideas to use these alphabets in stained glass windows and
signs.

#7228

Victorian Designs I
26 wonderful window, door and transom designs, to be enlarged, typical
of the Victorian Era. These traditional patterns include multiple borders,
stylized flowers, shells, ribbon, flourishes and bright colors. These
designs would make a handsome addition to any home.

#7237

Victorian Designs II
26 designs for numbered transoms and windows from San Francisco.
Stunning color combinations and designs to enhance your home or
business entryway!

#7361

Religious Stained Glass For Today
Over 80 designs, realistic to abstract, for church window commissions or
your home. Explains symbolism & colors as used in religious windows.

#7449

Prairie Designs
56 designs for windows based on Frank Lloyd Wright’s ‘Prairie Era’
style of simplicity, unity and nature.

#7481

Prairie Art Glass Drawings - Vol. I
20 precise, scale drawings of actual Frank Lloyd Wright windows with
information regarding intricate came styles and special glass. Windows
from the Dana, Bradley, Martin, Little, Hunt houses and more!

#7493

English Lead Lites
Simple lead came designs in the English cottage tradition that anyone
could make. 26 patterns taken from English dwellings, where even the
humblest home had a touch of elegance.

#7544

390 Traditional Stained Glass Designs
78 pages full of authentic Victorian and Edwardian era designs for
windows, transoms & sidelights. A great variety of designs!

#7592

Prairie Art Glass Drawings - Vol. 2
20 scale drawings of original Frank Lloyd Wright windows, including an
11” x 17” foldout of the Dana house fountain doors. Technical drawings
from the Robie, Bach, Tomek, DeRhodes houses and others.

#7597

Light Screens Illustrated
Frank Lloyd Wright’s windows are unique among stained glass windows.
He called them light screens, because the large areas of clear glass and
geometric zinc leading allow your eye to easily pass thru the window.
Full color, very detailed descriptions and patterns of major FLW window
designs.

#7714

Alphabets
Create your own signs, street addresses, name plates and more, with these
4 alphabet sets. Includes upper and lower case letters plus numerals in
block, script, fun and funky styles.

#7834

Tiffany Windows Stained Glass Pattern Book
Now you can replicate some of Louis C. Tiffany’s most famous windows,
by enlarging the 60 patterns in this new book. All of these designs are
elaborate and would make challenging projects!
Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!
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